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German adjective endings exercises online

Below are links to some basic check-yourself tests for adjective endings. For most tests, you simply take care of or choose the right end, and the test will tell you whether it is right or not. Some sections have hints or explanations when you choose the wrong answer. Please let me know if you have any problems with the
format or use of the tests. Good luck! Adjektivendungen (Adjective Ending): - Adjektivendungen, Self-Test Nr 1 - Adjektivendungen, Self-Test Nr 2 For this exercise you will be given a paragraph consisting of 10-20 sentences with missing words. In order to complete the exercise, you have to fill each gap with the correct
German adjective. All adjectives must have the right endings to match the sex and case of the rest of the sentence. Exercise View All Exercise Adjective Ways to Add Vowels and Without German Keyboard Design: Click on the desired character below and it will appear in an active field. Faster and more convenient way:
We linked each character with the number 1 to 4, while No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4. Just enter the room and it will be instantly transformed into a symbol. Enjoying the higher convenience of using the tab key to move from the current to the next entry field. Click enter the key (or reverse key) to send the form and see
the solutions. Use numbers from 1 to 4 to add vowels and special characters. Privacy Contact Details Learn German - German Lessons and Exercises - German test #72737 Twitter ShareGerman exercises Declension : adjectives created by valdyeuse with test builder Click here to see the current stats of this German
test Please log in to save your progress. The end of free exercise, to learn German: Declension : adjectiveSA free German exercises to learn German.Other German exercises on the same topics : Adjectives Reducing All our lessons and exercises The advantage of explaining adjective endings on this page is that
instead of remembering three separate tables of endings, you just need to remember one simple table with -e and en endings, and the rest of the adjective endings follow from what you already know about the forms/ die. The downside is that you have to learn (not very difficult) a new concept that you will find only on
this page: defining (you can sometimes find the term in other German texts with a slightly different meaning). If this is confusing for you, some options summary In order to be able to apply what you learn here about adjective endings, you should know the basic diagrams of forms der/das/die and ein words, and you
should be comfortable with the German Dative, Genitive. (the/the,this, this, that, etc.), a ,one, one, one, one, none, none, Hay, ihre, unsere, etc., BUT NOT Ein, Kane, Maine, Sein, ihr, unser, euer). Если есть определяющий, предшествующий прилагательному, прилагательное закончится в -e или -en (слабые
концовки), согласно следующей таблице: M N F Pl Nominative -e-e-en Accusative -en-e -e -en Dative -en -en -en -en Genitive -en-en-en -en -en Если нет определения, предшествующего прилагательному, прилагательное будет принимать (примерно) тот же конец, что дер / дас / умереть было бы, если бы
она предшествовала существительное (сильные концовки). This amounts to the following table of endings: M N F Pl Nominative -er (der) -es (das) -e (die) -e (die) Accusative -en (den) -es (das) -e (die) -e (die) Dative -em (dem) -em (dem) -er (der) -en (den) Genitive -en (des) -en (des) -er (der) -er (der) Notes: If
there is more than one adjective preceding noun, they will all take the same end. If the adjective does not precede the noun, it does not accept the end! Ein-word endings are not the same as adjective endings! Click here to view the ein word endings. There are a few special cases: Viel and Wenig do not accept adjective
endings in the singular when they are not preceded by a defining (which they usually are not). They accept regular adjective endings in the plural. Hoch drops C and adjectives ending in -el or -er drop their final e when they take adjective endings. Some adjectives never accept endings, such as the prima big, the purple,
the rose pink, the orange, the beige Exercise Exercises determine whether the adjectives in these statements about determined people precede the determinance. Drill Some purely mechanical practices when filling adjective endings. NOTE: WHERE DON'T HAVE NEVER, WRITE x or X. Frisches Brot More pretty
mechanical practice. NOTE: WHERE DO NOT REALLY DO NOT, WRITE x or X. Romeo and Julia I Fill the adjective endings in this passage about Romeo and Julia. NOTE: WHERE DO NOT SHOULD NOT NEVER, WRITE x or X. Romeo and Julia II Read more about the exploits of Romeo and Julia :) NOTE: WHERE
DON'T REALLY NEVER, WRITE x or X. Adjective nouns Fill the adjective endings. NOTE: WHERE DO NOT SHOULD NOT NEVER, WRITE x or X. Kunst Fill the adjective endings into short descriptions of some famous works of art by German-speaking artists. There are 15 items, so keep clicking on the weiter when
you finish the page. This exercise will open in a new window, since its navigation buttons will lead you to the web list on art rather than back to this page at adjective endings. Practice Exercises on Other History Berlin Sites Fill Adjective Endings in Series about the history of Berlin. This exercise, compiled by Dr. Olaf
Boelke of Creighton University, includes detailed feedback on each item. Determiners Please note that you are usually not this terminology is outside of this web page, for example in German textbooks or on other websites. The term defining is sometimes used in some tutorials, but usually in a slightly different sense
than here, so be careful! Defined is any der-word (der/das/die, dieser, jener, welcher, jeder etc.), or any ein-word with ending (eine, einen, einem, keine, keines, meine, seine, ihre, unsere etc., BUT NOT ein, kein, mein, sein, ihr, unser). Note that the defining can sometimes hide in a scrum, for example, and in the dem
hides the definition of dem; zur - zu and der hides the defining der. If the determine is present, it already conveys important information about the field and the case of the noun, so that the adjective may take relatively non-informative weak endings, -e or-en. If no definition is present, the adjective should convey
information about the field and the case of the noun, so it will take (approximately) the same end that der/das/die would have been if it had preceded the noun. Try the first of the practice exercises above to practice identifying recognition. Weak Endings (Define Present Time): -e or -en If there is a defining, preceding the
adjective, the adjective will end in -e or -en (weak endings). Ending in the nominal sole and in the feminine and neutral accusatory area in the oklahoma form in the table below in Oklahoma, the adjective ending -e. Otherwise, the adjective ending is -en -en in the plural, dative, genitive, and male accusatory. M N F Pl
Nominative -e-e-en Accusative-en-e-e-en Dative-en-en-en-en-en Genitive-en-en -en Другой способ мышления об информации в этой таблице: Как только вы выяснили, что прилагательному предшествует определяющий, вы знаете, что это закончится в -e или -en. From the above table you can see that if the
noun is in dative or genitive, or if it is in plural, the adjective ending will be -en. If the noun is in the nominal singular, the adjective ending will be -e. In the indictment of the singular male nouns will require the end of the adjective -en, and neutral and female nouns will require the end of the adjective -e. Strong endings (No
Determiner Present) If there is no definition of the preceding adjective, the adjective will take (approximately) the same end as the same end as the derageer/ In other words, if there is no determinant present, find out what form of der/das/die you would put in front of the noun if you want to put it, and use it as an ending
for the adjective. This is the following end table: M N F Pl Nominative -er -es (the) -e (the) accusative -en (the) -e (the) -e (the) dative -em (the) -em (the) -er (the) (the) Genitive -en (des) -en (des) -er (der) -er (der) Since you can figure out the adjective ending in each case by figuring out what the der/das/die form will be
as described above, you don't need to memorize this table of endings, and really the meaning of learning adjective endings with this method shouldn't have to remember this table, but it's given here. Note the exception to the rule described in this section for male and neutral Genitive, but note also that you almost never
come across an adjective in male or neuter genitive without definition. Examples 1. Ich spiele gern mit klein___, s' Babys. There are no definings.  If you were to put in the form of der/ das / die, it would be den in this case, since mit requires dative, and children plural, and dative plural form der/ das / die is den Their
spiele gern mit den klein___, s s s. Babys. Ending the adjective :en: Ich spiele gern mit kleinen, s'en Babys. 1a. Ich spiele gern mit einem klein___, s' Baby. There is a defining present here: einem, ein word with ending.  The end of the adjective will be -e or -en.  In this case, we are in dative, - the adjective ending will-en:
Ich spiele gern mit einem kleinen s'en Baby.  Same ending as in the previous example, but for a different reason. 1b. Sie spielt gern mit ihrem klein___, s' Baby. There is a defining present here: ihrem, ein word with ending.  As mentioned above, the adjective ending will be -en: Sie spielt gern mit ihrem kleinen s'en Baby.
2. Vir liben klein___ Kids. There are no definings.  If you were to put in the form of der/ das / die, it would die in this case, since the children are in the indictment (we love them, i.e. they are the object of the verb lieben), and they are multiple klein___ number, and the accusatory plural form der/das/die is to die the end of
the adjective -e: Wirben lie kleine Babys. 2a. Weir Lieben dies klein___ Babys. There is a defining presence here: to die.  The end of the adjective will be -e or -en.  In this case, we are in the plural - the adjective ending will be -en: Wir lieben die kleinen Babys. 2b. Wir lieben unsere klein___ Babys. There is a defining
present here: unsere, ein word with ending. As mentioned above, we are in the plural - the adjective ending will be -en: Wir lieben unsere kleinen Babys. 3. Sie isst frisch___ Broth. There are no definings.  If you were to put in the form of der/das/die, it would das in this case Sie isst das frisch___ Brot. End of adjective -



es: Sie isst frisches Brot. 3a. Sea East das frisch___ Broth. There is a defining present here: das.  The adjective ending will be -e or In this case, we are in the accusatory, and the noun neutered - the adjective ending -e: Sie isst das frische Brot. 4. Da ist ein klein___ Mann. There are no definings: Ein is present, but it
has no end, so it is not defining.  If you were to put in the form of der/das/die, it would be der in this case da ist der klein___ Mann. End of adjective -er: Da ist ein kleiner Mann. 4a. Da ist der klein___ Mann. There is a defining present here: der.  The end of the adjective will be -e or -en.  In this case, we are in the nominal
sole - adjective ending - e: Da ist der kleine Mann. 4b. Their Sehe Einen klein___ Mann. There is a defining present here: Einen, ein word with ending.  The end of the adjective will be -e or -en.  In this case we are in a male indictment (the little man is a direct object of the verb sehen), - adjective ending -en: Ich sehe
einen kleinen Mann. Notes If there is more than one adjective preceding the noun, they will all take the same end. Der Michigan State University studieren viele se Kleine Kinder.  Die Michigan Studentin liest wain lustiges altes Buch von Seuss. If the adjective does not precede the noun, it does not accept the end! This
occurs when the adjective follows the binding verbs of seine, werden (to become) and bleiben (remain), as in the examples below.  The adjectives following the verbs sein, werden and bleiben are called predicate adjectives, as opposed to the attribute adjectives that precede the nouns they describe and accept ending
adjectives. Examples of adjectives: Das Bett ist warm. Der Mann Wird Alt. Michigan bleibt (remains) kalt. Thinking about whether the adjective precedes the noun will also help you avoid the temptation to give adjective endings to adverbs such as the schnell in the sentence Der Hund rennt schnell. Please note that there
is nothing absolute in the schnell that makes it an adverb; Like most adjectives in German, schnell can be an adjective or adverb depending on its function in the sentence. There are, however, exceptions when the adjective accepts the ending, even if it does not precede the noun; in particular, adjective nouns (see the
next section) and the superb shape am ___sten, for example, Die Deutschstudenten sind am intelligentesten - Die Franz'sischstudenten sind am hilflosesten. Ein-word endings are not the same as adjective endings! Click here to view the ein word endings. Specifically, if you write a sentence with an ein word followed by
an adjective, you may know that you are making a mistake if you give them as -er, -es or -em ending: Das ist einer netter Mann should be A good man; I want a fast car, I want a fast car. On the other hand, it is possible for both of them to end in -e (female nominee or accusatory), or for both of them to end in-en (male
accusatory and dative plural): This is a good woman; I know a good woman; I know a good man (masc. acc.); I had it in Switzerland with my good friends (Dat. Pl.). There are a few special cases: A lot and a little don't take adjective endings in the singular when they don't precede the determinness (which they usually
aren't): I have a lot of time and a lot of money, but little chocolate. (But: Where is the amount of money I gave you? they take regular adjective endings in the plural: I have a lot of Elvis dolls. Prima big, purple purple, pink pink It was a great gig; How much do purple pants cost?; French students wear purple shoes with
pink stockings.  In addition, abstractions such as good or new can be formed from adjectives. Thesis wants to be neutered, and often follow words like nothing, something and little, after which they take the ending -es (nothing new, something good), or the word everything that acts as defining, so that after it they take the
ending -e (All good!). Below are a few common adjectives nouns: a civil servant/familiar/German person/adult/stranger/young man, a teenager/criminal/dead dead groom/bride (s) relative of a superior, chief
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